For over a century neuroscientists have debated the dynamics by which human cortical language networks allow words to be spoken. Although it is widely accepted that Broca's area in the left inferior frontal gyrus plays an important role in this process, it was not possible, until recently, to detail the timing of its recruitment relative to other language areas, nor how it interacts with these areas during word production. Using direct cortical surface recordings in neurosurgical patients, we studied the evolution of activity in cortical neuronal populations, as well as the Granger causal interactions between them. We found that, during the cued production of words, a temporal cascade of neural activity proceeds from sensory representations of words in temporal cortex to their corresponding articulatory gestures in motor cortex. Broca's area mediates this cascade through reciprocal interactions with temporal and frontal motor regions. Contrary to classic notions of the role of Broca's area in speech, while motor cortex is activated during spoken responses, Broca's area is surprisingly silent. Moreover, when novel strings of articulatory gestures must be produced in response to nonword stimuli, neural activity is enhanced in Broca's area, but not in motor cortex. These unique data provide evidence that Broca's area coordinates the transformation of information across large-scale cortical networks involved in spoken word production. In this role, Broca's area formulates an appropriate articulatory code to be implemented by motor cortex.
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Broca | speech | ECoG S poken word production is fundamental to human communication. Paul Broca was the first to link word production to a cortical region in the posterior inferior frontal gyrus, since referred to as "Broca's area" (1) . His iconic findings are among the most influential in the field of cortical specialization, and Broca's area is still considered to be critically involved in speech production (2, 3) .
The role of Broca's area in production has been extensively studied using paradigms that vary in complexity from single words to full discourse (4, 5) . Although these tasks engage multiple different cognitive demands (e.g., phonological, semantic, and syntactic processing), they all share a common set of core operations consisting of retrieving a word's phonological representation, translating it into an articulatory code, and coordinating the fine motor movements of the vocal articulators (6). However, current neuropsychological and neurolinguistic theories still debate the exact role that Broca's area plays in this set of core operations (7-9). Indefrey and Levelt (4) proposed that Broca's area accesses a phonological word representation that is compiled sequentially into segments of syllables (i.e., syllabification). This segmental representation is then forwarded to motor regions where it is transformed into an articulatory (i.e., phonetic) code. Recent models of speech production (9) , as well as the dual-stream model of speech processing (10), do not limit the articulatory transformation to motor cortices but rather implicate Broca's area in processing articulatory representations. Finally, neuropsychological and lesion studies have implicated Broca's area and other regions, such as the insula, in the coordination of the articulators themselves (3, 11, 12) . These models predict recruitment of Broca's area during different stages of word production: phonological processing (before articulatory encoding), generating the articulatory code (phonetic encoding), and coordinating the articulators.
To understand how word production is neurally implemented, methods with both spatial and temporal information, as well as techniques modeling the interactions between cortical regions, are required (7) . To date, the role of Broca's area in word production has been mostly derived from neuroimaging and noninvasive electrophysiological techniques that do not provide a sufficiently detailed picture of the spatial-temporal dynamics (4, 5, 7, 13) . In contrast, direct intracranial cortical recordings offer a unique opportunity to acquire neural signals with an unprecedented combination of temporal and spatial resolution. Several such studies have implicated the inferior frontal lobe in word production (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) , but did not focus on the specific role of Broca's area in production. Conversely, a recent intracranial study was, to our knowledge, the first to focus on Broca's area, finding evidence for lexical, grammatical, and phonological processing (20) , but did not examine the processes required for overt word production (phonetic encoding and articulation). In the present study, we used overt verbal production of words cued through different perceptual modalities (written and spoken words) to study the fine temporal dynamics by which neural populations engage, disengage, and interact with one another during the core operations of spoken word production.
Results
We used electrocorticographic (ECoG) recordings obtained directly from the surface of the cortex, which have exceptional Significance Broca's area is widely recognized to be important for speech production, but its specific role in the dynamics of cortical language networks is largely unknown. Using direct cortical recordings of these dynamics during vocal repetition of written and spoken words, we found that Broca's area mediates a cascade of activation from sensory representations of words in temporal cortex to their corresponding articulatory gestures in motor cortex, but it is surprisingly quiescent during articulation. Contrary to classic notions of this area's role in speech, our results indicate that Broca's area does not participate in production of individual words, but coordinates the transformation of information processing across large-scale cortical networks involved in spoken word production, prior to articulation. temporal resolution and spatial specificity, and which provide a robust neurophysiological signal for analysis of the brain dynamics underlying speech production (21) . Seven patients with electrode implantations over peri-sylvian language regions, including Broca's area, consented and participated in the study during lulls in clinical management. Subjects participated in a battery of three overt word production tasks including auditory word repetition of monosyllabic words, auditory repetition of multisyllabic words, and word reading (Table S1 and Fig. S1 ). We used increases in high-frequency ECoG signal power to measure task-related neural activation in peri-sylvian language cortex (high gamma frequencies between 70 and 150 Hz provided the most reliable spectral measure of cortical activation, Fig. S2 ).
During auditory word repetition, cortical activation exhibited a systematic temporal propagation of peak activity from auditory cortices [superior temporal gyrus (STG) and superior temporal sulcus (STS)] to Broca's area (pars triangularis and opercularis), eventually reaching premotor and motor cortex during word articulation. This pattern is shown in a representative subject during perception and subsequent production of spoken monosyllabic words ( Fig. 1 ). Activation in temporal cortex commenced as early as 39 ms and was closely followed by activation in Broca's area, starting within 240 ms of stimulus onset and peaking at 340 ms, during which time the spoken-word stimuli were still being presented. Surprisingly, by the time speech commenced, activation in Broca's area ended whereas motor cortex activity was apparent before and during speech production (mean onset of articulation reaction time, RT = 1,200 ms poststimulus onset). This temporal window of activity constrains Broca's area processing to prearticulatory stages rather than to the on-line coordination of the speech articulators.
We assessed the generalizability of these findings across subjects and different production tasks by examining multisyllabic articulatory movements, as well as word reading, and by examining neural activation time-locked to articulation. Active electrodes (defined by significant increases in γ High power) across tasks (Table S2 ) and subjects were assessed based on the latency of peak neural activation. Electrodes covering Broca's area showed peak activity before the onset of articulation but not during articulation ( Fig. 2A) . By the time speech commenced, an overwhelming majority of electrodes were no longer active (offset of significance, Fig. S3 ). Electrodes were classified according to withinsubject gyral anatomy (STG and STS; pars opercularis, pars triangularis, and precentral gyrus) to assess the temporal propagation of neural activation across anatomical regions in relation to stimulus onset as well as articulatory onset ( Fig. 2B and Fig. S3 ). An analysis of variance was conducted on the latencies of peak neural activity in relation to articulatory onset, confirming that latencies were significantly different for each anatomical site [i.e., an effect of anatomical site F(2,50) = 107.32, P < 0.001; see To verify the temporal-spatial patterns that we observed in averaged cortical responses ( Fig. 2 and Fig. S3 ), we investigated activation of Broca's area at the single-trial level. Pooled trials from all tasks (auditory and visual) and all subjects were sorted according to response latency (Fig. 3A) and assessed for significance (at least 100 ms of sustained significance compared with baseline; P < 0.05). The latency of peak single-trial activity correlated with articulation onset [r(2,513) = 0.22, P < 0.001]. We quantified the temporal lag between different cortical sites using the cross-correlation of single trials in each electrode pair. The temporal lag from STG to Broca's area was tightly distributed around 160 ms (μ = 159.96, σ = 79.08, SEM = 10.48), whereas the temporal lag from Broca's area to motor cortex was distributed around 241 ms (μ = 241.12, σ = 288.25, SEM = 44.78) with a larger variance (Fig. S4 , permutation test, P < 0.0001) due to the variable onset of motor cortical activity before articulation (Fig. 3A) . The single-trial analyses constrain the latest significant activity in Broca's area to articulation onset and provide evidence for a consistent temporal link to temporal as well as motor cortices.
To investigate the directionality and Granger causality of signal propagation, we used a recently developed technique, EventRelated Causality (ERC), which estimates the direction and intensity of Granger causal influences among different recording sites simultaneously (22, 23) (Materials and Methods). We focused on the monosyllabic repetition task, which minimizes the process of syllabification (words contained only one syllable). Results from five different patients who completed the word repetition task (task 1, Table S2 ) are grouped according to anatomy in Fig. 3B . Granger causal influences from STG to Broca's area peak within the first 200 ms after stimulus onset (Top), followed closely by reciprocal feedback from Broca's area to STG in the next 200 ms (Middle, red). This reciprocal propagation may represent formation or access to a phonological representation of the acoustic word. Critically, Broca's area exhibits a feed-forward influence over processing in motor cortices (Middle, blue), which is absent by the time of articulation. The reciprocal influence between Broca's area and motor cortices (Middle and Bottom) before articulation onset provides additional evidence for the formation and propagation of an articulatory representation of the word to motor cortices.
To investigate the nature of this representation, we leveraged the controlled statistics of the stimuli in the monosyllabic task. Half the stimuli consisted of a three-phoneme combination comprising a real word (e.g., book /bʊk/), whereas the other half consisted of a three-phoneme combination comprising a pseudoword (e.g., yode /joʊd/). Critically, both the real words and pseudowords were pronounceable and were controlled for sublexical properties (neighborhood density, positional probability, transitional probability). Broca's area activity was higher and more sustained for pseudowords compared with real words even though both categories were controlled for length and phonotactic density (Fig.  4A) . Although subjects were able to produce both real words (mean RT = 953.27 ms) and pseudowords (mean RT = 1,053.96 ms), the latency of articulation onset (reaction time) was greater for pseudowords [t(727) = 4.24, P < 0.001] and was correlated with the average high gamma power in Broca's area [600-1,000 ms, r(727) = 0.12, P < 0.001]. Articulation of pseudowords requires formulation of a novel string of articulatory gestures, never produced before, taxing the speech production system. This significantly increased load is evident in Broca's area after perception of the word (Fig. 4A and Fig. S5 ) and lasts up to articulation onset [ Fig.  4B , −400 → 0 ms, t(727) = 3.51, P < 0.001]. By the time the articulatory code arrives in motor cortices, there is no significant difference between the two categories ( Fig. 4B , P = 0.27), implicating Broca's area in the formulation of novel articulatory combinations, which are then implemented and executed in motor cortex. This finding suggests that Broca's area is engaged in articulatory encoding and is not limited to phonological processes such as syllabification.
Discussion
Our analyses span multiple levels of stimulus complexity and different linguistic modalities and address cortical Granger causal dynamics. Our data provide evidence that, during word production tasks such as auditory word repetition, the neural representation of a spoken word is forwarded from sensory areas to the prefrontal cortex, where Broca's area links the representations to an articulatory code that is subsequently implemented by motor cortices responsible for coordination of the articulators. Given the disabling impairment of speech production in Broca's aphasia (1), it may seem surprising that Broca's area is not involved during actual articulation. However, our observation is consistent with studies that have shown that cortical lesions limited to Broca's area do not cause a Broca's aphasia but result in a transient, rapidly improving mutism (24) . Likewise, cortical regions such as the insula have been associated with coordination of the articulators themselves (12) . Although our findings provide physiological insights into these clinical observations, they are limited to the cortical networks that were sampled by the electrode coverage and that were engaged during the production tasks. Furthermore, the frequency domain Granger analysis takes into account partial contributions from selected recording sites but cannot elucidate the entire circuit or assess causality in the same sense as lesion studies. Nevertheless, based on previous stimulation studies, as well as the variable crosscorrelations in our data (Fig. S4) , it is reasonable to propose that the influences that we observe arise from a mixture of direct cortico-cortical projections as well as indirect projections from other cortical and subcortical sources (25) (26) (27) .
Indefrey and Levelt viewed Broca's area as critically involved in phonological processing whereas subsequent articulatory encoding is supported by motor cortices (4, 7). However, our data control for syllabification (both real and pseudowords are one syllable) and suggest that Broca's area is engaged in articulatory encoding. Although this is in agreement with the dualstream model wherein Broca's area is part of a dorsal articulatory network (10), it is also true that earlier activity in Broca's area supports other linguistic processes. For example, Sahin et al. identified lexical, inflectional, and phonological processing occurring up to 500 ms poststimulus (20) without overt articulation. Our data are consistent with this time line and identify an articulatory encoding stage commencing as early as 250 ms poststimulus onset, as evidenced by the increased load when processing a novel string of articulatory gestures (Fig. 4A ).
Broca's area has been previously associated with a variety of processes, including phonological segmentation, syntactic processing, and unification, all of which involve segmenting and linking different types of linguistic information (13, 28, 29) . Although repeating and reading single words do not engage semantic and syntactic processing, they do require an operation linking phonemic sequences with motor gestures. Our findings indicate that this linkage is coordinated by Broca's area through reciprocal interactions with temporal and frontal cortices responsible for Fig. 2. (A) The spatial distribution of activation timing is shown for all subjects. Electrodes marked in blue peaked in activity before articulation onset (peak activity was at least 100 ms before articulation onset) whereas electrodes marked in red peaked in activity during and after articulation onset. (B) Peak activity locked to stimulus onset (x axis) and locked to speech onset (y axis) is displayed for electrodes in three anatomical locations: STG (cyan), Broca's area (green), and motor cortex (orange). Activity in both dimensions temporally propagates from STG to Broca's area and culminates in the precentral gyrus. phonemic and articulatory representations, respectively, including interactions with motor cortex before the actual act of speech. Based on these unique findings, we propose that Broca's area is not the seat of articulation per se, but rather is a key node in manipulating and forwarding neural information across largescale cortical networks responsible for key components of speech production.
Materials and Methods
Subjects, Tasks, and Stimuli. Seven subjects (S1-S7) undergoing neurosurgical treatment for refractory epilepsy at The Johns Hopkins Hospital participated in the study (Table S1 and Fig. S1 ). Electrode placement and medical treatment were dictated solely by the clinical needs of each patient. All subjects gave written consent to participate in the study as well as an additional oral consent immediately before recording the task. The study protocol was approved by the University of California (UC) Berkeley and Johns Hopkins Committees on Human Research. Six subjects were left-hemisphere dominant for language, and all subjects had left-hemisphere electrode coverage. Subject S4 did not undergo a Wada test; however, the subject was righthanded and electrical stimulation at sites in the left inferior frontal gyrus interfered with speech production (picture naming and sentence reading). Subjects S1-S3 and S5 and S6 took part in a previously described word repetition task (21, 30) . Subjects were asked to repeat aloud each word that they heard as soon as they were ready. Words were one syllable and three phonemes in length (mean duration = 525 ms, SD = 100 ms; word repetition 1). All words were controlled for length (400-700 ms) as well as sublexical phonotactic probabilities. Real words were all high frequency (KuceraFrancis log scale 2-2.4). Pseudowords were created by substituting one phoneme from a matched list of real words. Real words and pseudowords were matched for the following sublexical properties: phonological neighborhood density (range [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , biphoneme probability (range 0.0001-0.0039), and positional probability (range 0.011-0.065). Estimates are in log units, calculated using the Irvine Phonotactic Online Dictionary (31). Phonotactic probabilities (both stressed and unstressed estimates) were not significantly different between real words and pseudowords (t test, P > 0.05). Stimuli were presented with a jittered interstimulus interval of 4 s ± 250 ms (random jitter).
Subjects S1-S5 and S7 took part in a previously described word-reading task (21, 32) . Subjects were asked to read aloud each visually presented word. Stimuli consisted of mono-and bisyllabic words. Subjects S2, S3, and S5 participated in an additional word repetition task, which consisted of words varying in length (word repetition 2; see Table S2 for stimuli details). All peripheral signals and responses were recorded together with intracranial EEG signals to ensure proper synchronization (sampled at 1,000 Hz using a clinical 128-channel Harmonie system from Stellate).
Electrode Localization. A structural preoperative MRI as well as a postimplantation computed tomography (CT) scan was acquired for all subjects. The MRI and CT scans were coregistered to the same space using two nonlinear transformations based on normalized mutual information implemented in the Bioimage suite (33) (the second transformation was used to correct for slight shifts in brain morphology caused by the electrodes). The results were then compared with an intraoperative photo image of the exposed grid after it was sutured to the dura. Electrodes were classified according to anatomical location (superior temporal gyrus, precentral gyrus, pars opercularis, pars triangularis) within each subject's anatomical space.
Electrode Selection. All electrodes containing sustained ictal activity and sustained artifacts (electrical line noise, jaw clenching artifacts, etc.) were removed. All remaining electrodes that covered either the left frontal lobe or the superior temporal gyrus were selected for analyses. Electrodes were tested for significant activity during the entire task (collapsed across time) within seven frequency bands and corrected for multiple comparisons (Data Analysis and Fig. S1 , white filled circles). All significant electrodes were then analyzed across time, focusing on sustained temporal activity in the high gamma band (γ High : 70-150 Hz), locked to stimulus onset and speech production onset (Data Analysis). All electrode labels ("STG," "Broca," "Motor") were based on within-subject anatomy. STG included the superior temporal gyrus as well as coverage of the lateral surface of the superior temporal sulcus; Broca's area included pars opercularis and triangularis; and Motor included the precentral gyrus. Each electrode's gyral anatomy was based on an in-depth review of each subject's anatomy including an anatomical MRI, coregistered CT, and intraoperative images.
Data Analysis. Electrodes were defined as significant if they showed a statistical difference (two-sample t test, α = 0.001, Bonferroni-corrected) in at least one of seven frequency bands (raw power: 1-300 Hz, theta: 4-8 Hz, alpha: 8-12 Hz, beta: 12-30 Hz, gamma: 30-70 Hz, high gamma: 70-150 Hz, very high gamma: 150-300 Hz) by comparing log-transformed power during prestimulus baseline (−450 → −50 ms) with the poststimulus epoch (0 ms → speech response + 500 ms). Power spectral densities were computed for the baseline and poststimulus epochs to assess event-related changes in the frequency domain (Fig. S2) . Event-related spectral perturbations (eventrelated spectrograms, Fig. 1 ) were computed using log-transformed power as previously reported (30); power was assessed by using a frequency domain half-max, full-width Gaussian filter and a subsequent Hilbert transform). Power was assessed for significance using a bootstrapping approach comparing power estimates to pooled distributions from baseline (Statistical Bootstrapping). Based on our results showing peak activity at 100 Hz ( Fig. 1 and Fig. S2 ) as well as previously reported findings (15-17, 19, 21, 30) we focused on the high gamma band (γ High : 70-150 Hz). Averaged event-related log-transformed γ High traces were computed and transformed to units of z-score significance compared with a bootstrapped baseline distribution (Statistical Bootstrapping). Estimates were smoothed using a Hanning window (100 samples), and peak γ High value was defined as the maximum value within a significant window (a minimum of 100 ms of contiguous points passing a significance threshold corresponding to α = 0.0023) and was calculated separately locked to stimulus onset and articulation. Onsets and offsets of γ High activity were computed by taking the first and last time sample that passed significance (trials were aligned to either stimulus or articulation onset, averaged, and then assessed for onset, peak, and offset in relation to stimulus or articulation onset).
Statistical Bootstrapping. For each subject, averaged power estimates for all trials within a specific task and electrode were compared with a bootstrapped distribution of prestimulus baseline (−250 ms → −50 ms) power values within each frequency band. N random samples were pooled from all of the baselines and averaged to produce a surrogate power sample (where N is the number of trials within a specific task). This process was repeated 1,000 times to create a surrogate distribution with a normal distribution. Real power estimates (poststimulus) were compared with this distribution to assess significance. For the event-related spectral perturbations, all time and frequency significance values were corrected for multiple comparisons using an FDR correction (q = 0.05) (34) . Averaged event-related γ High estimates were computed in the same manner without FDR correction; instead, a threshold for contiguous significant samples was used (100 samples with a P value of 0.0023).
Single-Trial Analysis. Single-trial γ High traces were computed for all electrodes with a peak γ High value in every subject and task (STG electrodes were excluded for the visual reading task). The log transform of the γ High power time series was smoothed using a Hanning window (100 samples) and changed to units of z-score compared with a pooled baseline (−250 ms → 0 ms) distribution of all trials within that block. This transforms single-trial samples to units of significant activity within that single trial (compared with the normal distribution formed by all baseline samples).
Connectivity Analysis. ERC is a method to estimate causal influences between brain regions, i.e., the direction, intensity, spectral content, and temporal course of brain activity propagation along a cortical network. ERC stems from the signal-processing technique of Granger causality where signal Y is causally influenced by signal X if knowledge of X's past significantly improves the prediction of Y. ERC uses a multivariate autoregressive technique that enables estimation of causality in multichannel data. ERC estimates only direct causal influences by using short-time direct Directed Transfer Function (22, 35) and employs a semiparametric regression model to investigate statistically significant event-related changes in effective connectivity across time (22, 23) . Data analysis was identical to procedures described in Korzeniewska et al. (23) . For each subject, ERC values locked to stimulus or response onset were statistically tested (using a 2D spline; see refs. 36 and 37) with a baseline distribution and corrected for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni). ERC values passing significance (P < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons) were retained in the frequency range of 90-120 Hz, normalized within subject, and averaged across subjects and anatomical region to produce the time series in Fig. 3 .
